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ABOUT US 

The Creative Stone Company is a manufacturer of premium simulated flagstones, cobbles and cladding products.  
From humble beginnings on a field in 1998, The Creative Stone Company has evolved into a company of substance  
and stature in the simulated stone industry. 

We provide our clients with a myriad of different product solutions for driveways, house surrounds, patios, pools, 
entertainment areas and fire pits. Our wide range comes in a variety of colours, textures and exclusive finishes,  
with pigments imported from across the globe, ensuring our clients get the finest quality products made to 
international standards.

While stone manufacturing sits at the heart of our business, design is in our soul and brings the stones to life in  
your space. Through comprehensive design consultations and detailed CAD drawings, our amazing team of 
experienced design consultants can give our clients holistic design solutions for any indoor or outdoor space. 

Creative Stone is committed to sustainability. By using recycled materials, greywater in the manufacturing process  
and supplementing our power consumption with the use of solar energy, we are taking steps toward reducing our 
carbon footprint. 

We continue to win awards and add to our prestigious products – both in texture and colour – and strive to be  
a leader in our industry.

THE STORY OF THE BUTTERFLY

A proudly South African company, the vibrant blue butterfly symbolises our travels and our passion  
for developing new ranges and designs from classic to contemporary. We create beautiful spaces.  
We embrace the nuances of global influence with African passion. The butterfly also symbolises  
transformation and our continuing journey in creativity. Our journey continues... 

Visit our inspirational showroom for a real-world experience of our products and installations. 
No 8 Ridge Road, Laser Park, Honeydew | 011 794 9737 | info@creativestone.co.za | www.creativestone.co.za



CLASSIC 
FLAGSTONE RANGE

ANTIQUED CHATEAUX 
FLAGSTONE RANGE

FLAGSTONES

CHATEAUX 
FLAGSTONE RANGE

MANOR 
FLAGSTONE RANGE 

WOOD WAVE 
FLAGSTONE RANGE

FLAMED GRANITE 
FLAGSTONE RANGE

COTSWOLD  
FLAGSTONE RANGE

Our Flagstone Ranges consist of a beautiful collection of versatile pavers that can be used to transform indoor and outdoor areas 
into functional, stylish and cohesive spaces. These pavers are perfect for patios, pools, fire pits, entertainment areas, landscaping and 
driveways. Certain ranges also have matching bullnose pavers, which are available in a variety of sizes and styles. 



BULLNOSE RANGES

Our Bullnose Ranges have been designed to complement our Flagstone ranges. They are important in creating a finished look for 
your space as well as removing sharp edges, making our stones more durable and family friendly. These ranges come in a variety of 
sizes that are suitable for both indoor and outdoor application. 

COTSWOLD DOUBLE- 
SIDED BULLNOSE

COTSWOLD TRIPLE- 
SIDED BULLNOSE

FLAMED GRANITE
BULLNOSE

COTSWOLD
FORMAL BULLNOSE

COTSWOLD
BULLNOSE

FLAMED GRANITE  
INNER CORNER 

BULLNOSE

WOODWAVE  
BULLNOSE

CHATEAUX
FORMAL BULLNOSE

FLAMED GRANITE  
DOUBLE-SIDED 

BULLNOSE

COTSWOLD OUTER 
CORNER BULLNOSE

CHATEAUX LARGE
FORMAL BULLNOSE

FLAMED GRANITE  
OUTER CORNER  

BULLNOSE



CASTELLANA 
COBBLE RANGE

COUNTRY  
COBBLE RANGE 

FLAMED GRANITE 
COBBLE RANGE

WOODWAVE  
COBBLE RANGE

COBBLES

Our Cobble Paving Ranges are made for the homeowner, designer or architect looking to bring any driveway, path or courtyard 
design concept to life. Available in a range of colours, textures and sizes, to suit any design style. Our Cobble pavers are designed 
with strength and beauty in mind.  

CLASSIC HERRINGBONE 
COBBLE RANGE

CLASSIC 
COBBLE RANGE

FLAMED GRANITE
HERRINGBONE



CLASSIC 
CLADDING RANGE

WOOD WAVE 
CLADDING RANGE

MANOR 
CLADDING RANGE

CLADDING

Our wide variety of Creative Stone Cladding Ranges can be used both indoors and outdoors and in various applications. When used 
correctly, cladding can enhance architectural features and create textural layers to spaces. Cladding also assists in providing insulation from 
noise pollution as well as temperature insulation, maintaining a consistent and comfortable ambient temperature throughout.

INTERIOR RIVEN
CLADDING RANGE

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 
CLADDING CORNER 

PIECES

EXTERIOR RIVEN
CLADDING RANGE



DESERTSTONE
CLADDING RANGE

LEDGESTONE
CLADDING RANGE

CANYONSTONE  
CLADDING RANGE

RIDGESTONE
CLADDING RANGE

FRENCH WITH 
FIELDSTONE RANGE

RIVER ROCK
CLADDING RANGE

FIELDSTONE 
CLADDING RANGE

CLADDING

Our wide variety of Inca Cladding Ranges can be used both indoors and outdoors and in various applications. When used correctly, 
cladding can enhance architectural features and create textural layers to spaces. Cladding also assists in providing insulation from noise 
pollution as well as temperature insulation, maintaining a consistent and comfortable ambient temperature throughout.

TUNDRASTONE 
CLADDING RANGE

MOUNTAINSTONE
CLADDING RANGE



CLASSIC 
CIRCULAR FEATURE

FLAMED GRANITE 
KERBSTONES

FLAMED GRANITE 
DRAINAGE GULLY

PILLAR TOPS WINDOW & DOOR 
SURROUNDS/

ARCHITRAVES 

LIGHT SWITCHES, 
PLUG SWITCHES & 
LAMP MOUNTING  

FINISHES

PLINTHS

LANDSCAPING & ARCHITECTURAL ACCESSORIES 

Our Landscape and Architectural Accessories have been designed to complement our existing ranges. From stepping stones  
to door and window architraves, we are constantly adding to this range in order to find that perfect solution and finishing touch to  
a project.  

GARDEN 
SLEEPERS 

KEYSTONES

SLANTED COBBLE
EDGING
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